Reducing the environmental impact of hydraulic fracturing through design optimisation of positive displacement pumps
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1. Introduction

The technology of hydraulic fracturing was first demonstrated in the 1950s [1] and has subsequently been used to enhance the permeability of a range of geological resources, including potable water, geothermal heat, and conventional onshore and offshore hydrocarbon resources [2]. In the past decade combination of horizontal drilling technologies and hydraulic fracturing has transformed energy markets by enabling the economic extraction of unconventional gas resources, including coal bed methane and more notably shale gas.

The International Energy Agency (IEA) [3] has estimated that, by 2035, gas demand will have increased by 50% on 2011 levels. Such growth would impact on the global energy mix and see gas overtake coal as the second largest energy source after oil. The same report also suggested that after 2020 unconventional gas extraction will account for 32% of the total gas production (currently this figure is estimated to be about 14%). If the figures suggested by the IEA report are to be realized, gas extraction from unconventional sources will have to double by 2020. Interest in unconventional sources of hydrocarbons has also been motivated by the desire to ensure the security of Europe’s gas supply [4].

Although estimates suggest there are significant potential shale gas reserves in Europe (e.g. Britain [5], France and Poland [6]), exploration has been limited and to date no large scale extraction operations have commenced. This is largely because concerns about a range of environmental and social impacts have prevented the granting of legal licence for the process in a number of countries. While there are some potential subsurface risks (such as well integrity failure leading to groundwater pollution, or earth tremors from the hydraulic fracturing process), arguably, surface installations pose the greatest potential environmental and social risks [7]. These risks include surface water pollution, light and noise pollution, traffic, and air quality [8]. In the UK, for example, operators have been refused licences to carry out hydraulic fracturing operations because of concerns about the noise of the machinery [9], and road traffic [10]. Thus the potential environmental impacts must be minimised if shale gas extraction operations are to be...
permitted in Europe.

There are also concerns about the climate change implications of unconventional gas extractions; from the direct and indirect greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions from the shale gas extraction process itself, and more generally from the continued exploitation of fossil fuel reserves and the subsequent increase of the global gas market. GHG emissions are a key element of industrial impact, so it is essential that the onshore oil and gas sector develops scenarios for CO\(_2\) reduction, similar to those adopted in other industries [11]. The methodologies for doing this are well understood. For example, the development of a computational model for estimating CO\(_2\) emission from oil and gas extraction was discussed in Gavenas et al. (2015), which allowed the main sources of GHG emissions to be identified, managed and mitigated [12]. Since it is forecast that gas will remain a significant fuel in the future, it is important to minimise the emissions intensity of the shale gas extraction process in order for the resource to be developed in-line with current carbon emissions reductions targets. Life cycle assessments (LCAs) are an important tool that can inform the relative carbon intensity of different energy choices, and so identify means of reducing overall emissions. There is some uncertainty around the magnitude of GHG emissions from shale gas extraction and currently the majority of reported shale gas LCAs have been performed using North American data and practices. Issues such as differences in assumptions and scope of the LCAs can make their results difficult to compare, and estimates of lifecycle emissions are evolving as new measurements become available and as commercial practices change in response to environmental regulation or technological advances. Furthermore, these LCAs must be adapted to the European context, which differ from North America in terms of the resource, environmental regulations, and social factors. A recent comparative meta-analysis of LCAs found that the median difference between electricity generated from unconventional and conventional gas in North America was 3% [13]. These results are similar to LCAs adapted for shale gas extraction in the EU [14]. Indeed, LCAs adapted for shale gas extraction in the UK [15] and Scotland [16] find that the carbon intensity of shale gas could be lower than imported conventional natural gas. These LCAs identify that besides fugitive leaks of methane during gas extraction and transport, which could be the greatest source of GHG emissions from shale gas, the majority of GHG emissions arise from activities during the preparation of the well pad and construction of the well, rather than during gas production [16]. To further reduce the carbon intensity of shale gas and the environmental footprint of the industry, operators should seek to minimise the area of the well pad, the amount of surface infrastructure, size and mass of the construction materials, distances that materials are transported, and the pad power requirements.

Local air quality, noise and traffic issues associated with hydraulic fracturing activity impact on communities local to shale gas developments, and concerns around these impacts are causing delays to planning applications in the UK and negatively affecting public acceptance of the industry [17]. The construction and operation of the surface facility requires significant truck movements and transport distances. For example in North America over 1000 truck round trips are required for a single hydraulic fracturing site [18]. Diesel fumes from trucks, drilling, frac-pump engines and emissions from gas processing equipment can significantly reduce the air quality around a hydraulic fracturing site; both for the workers, and local residents [19]. While some significant air quality issues in America are related to practices that would not be permitted in Europe due to environmental legislation (such as storage of flowback fluids in open ponds), the effect of diesel engines from trucks and pump engines will result in a decrease of local air quality as well as contributing to noise pollution. Recent work by Rodriguez et al. (2013) [19] measured fuel consumption and on site emissions for two hydraulic fracturing sites in North America, and found that the fracturing pumps contribute to 90% of total emissions on site. The pumping equipment may also generate the most significant noise on site during the lifetime of the shale gas operations, depending on the number of pumps in operation at any time [17].

In North America, the development of surface hardware has, to-date, largely been driven by the need for incremental responses to the need for hydraulic fracturing at higher pressures and greater depths. These requirements (high fluid pressure and transport of proppants into the well bore) place great demands on the mechanical structures of the pumps and therefore the pumps require frequent maintenance and have finite lives. However there is no reason why the site machinery deployed in the EU needs to be to the same specifications as in the North American sites. For example, an enhanced pump design could contribute to reducing the environmental footprint of the well construction and completion, and also of any re-fracturing during the lifetime of the shale gas well. Given the relative infancy of the shale gas industry in Europe, it is timely to consider opportunities for improved design of required hardware.

In this paper, we consider how site machinery, and pumps in particular, could be designed to meet both functional and environmental specifications. There is relatively little information available in published peer-reviewed literature about the practical ‘on site’ aspect of the equipment, energy and water requirements for the exploration of European shale gas reserves. Thus, we first provide an overview of the industrial plant required to carry out a hydraulic fracturing operation. We then consider the functional requirements (i.e. pressure and flow) of the equipment adapted to the European geologic context, before applying a parametric model to analyse the design space of a pump’s reciprocating components and solve for both functional performance and efficiency. We present the changes to the pump design, and then discuss the associated benefits of these more efficient pumps in terms of the physical and environmental footprint of the pumping operations.

2. Methodology

The location of a well stimulation operation by means of hydraulic fracturing is commonly referred to as a “frac-site”. The frac-site consists of an array of pumps, engines, liquids, sand, pipework and wellbore hardware that can weigh over a thousand tonnes, involve 30–40 operators and cover an area of few thousand squared metres (the total area of a frac site is typically ~3000 m\(^2\)) [14]. The mechanical pumps which create the pressures and flows required are central to the process.

The depth and therefore hardness of the rock formation being stimulated (i.e. fraced) have steadily increased since 1950s requiring larger pressures and flow rates. The pumping equipment has matched these increasing demands through incremental development of existing designs.

Although there are number of commercial pump suppliers there is remarkable uniformity in the mechanical design (e.g. plunger diameter, speed and stroke length). Rather than simply adopting the industry’s default values this paper investigates the “design space” of several critical interacting parameters to identify an optimum solution. To do this the following methodology was adopted:

1. Establish the duty cycle of hydraulic fracturing hardware in the context of single and multi-stage fracs;
2. Identify the typical pressure and flow required to fracture low permeability rock at the required depths;
3. Detail all the elements of the mechanical systems used to generate the high pressure used during hydraulic fracturing;
4. Use a parametric mathematical model to quantify the behaviour of the pumps for any configuration;
5. Develop optimisation algorithm to explore possible efficiency improvements and identify best set of design parameters;
6. Use exemplar scenarios based on frac-site case study to compare power and performance requirements from current and next generation of pumps;
7. Quantify the environmental benefits that enhanced pump performance could offer for hydraulic fracturing operations;

The approach of modelling mechanical systems and then optimizing their parameters to improve performance has been employed in other process industries. For example Santa et al. (2015) employs this methodology for determining the most efficient choice of design parameter values for a heat pump [20].

The physical and performance characteristics of the optimised pump design are examined, with particular emphasis on pump efficiency. The potential impacts of more efficient pumps on the environmental and social impacts of hydraulic fracturing operations are then qualitatively assessed. We also propose opportunities for further improvements to high pressure pump design and operation. This approach will result in an improved pump design that is applicable to any hydraulic fracturing activities (in other words, not limited to shale gas extraction applications).

3. Process overview

This section gives an overview of the process of hydraulic fracturing. We initially detail a single “stage” of hydraulic fracturing and then discuss how the process is conducted across a number of stages covering the entire “pay zone” of the well (i.e. the gas-rich target rock). Typical values for the major process parameters (e.g. speed, pressure, flow and time) are presented for each step. These have been obtained from site visits and available literature (both commercial and academic), and the sources are identified in the text.

3.1. Single pumping stage

In order to hydraulically fracture a well, fluids (mostly of water) are injected under high pressure to stress the rock until it cracks. Once hairline fractures have been formed they need to be held open for gas to flow out, otherwise rock will close due to the pressure exerted by the weight of the rock above (referred to as overburden pressure). To do this the fractures are propped open with sand (or other proppant), that is added to the frac-fluid [21]. Gas then flows from the rock into the well bore, via these propped fractures, once fluid pressure is reduced (usually by pumping). After a clean-up phase (e.g. pumping of the frac water from the well, clearing of site, removal of earth works, all of which may take up to 40 days [22]) the well is ready for production.

The hydraulic fracturing process can be illustrated concisely by referring to one of the performance monitoring graphs recorded in the control truck. On the right hand axis of Fig. 1 slurry (i.e. water flow rate) and proppant concentration (i.e. sand) volumes are plotted against time during a two and a half hour fracturing operation. On the left hand axis, pressure is plotted. Slurry rate in Fig. 1 refers to total flow (litres/min) of frac-fluid from the pump array. Proppant concentration refers to the percent of sand combined with the frac-fluid (slurry) [21].

The pressure plot in Fig. 1 reaches its peak (fracture initiation) early in the stage after which it reduces and is held roughly constant to ensure fracture propagation. Flow rate is also held constant from the moment the cracks are initiated to ensure correct fracture size (i.e. desired width, height and length). Proppant is introduced towards the middle of the cycle, and the particle size of the proppant is systematically varied during the hydraulic fracturing process, starting with larger and ending with finer grain size. The proppant concentration increases continually while the grain size is reduced, which is necessary to ensure created fissures are “proped” open with the grains supporting the overburden (i.e. the geological strata above the fracture).

3.2. Multi-stage hydraulic fracturing of the entire well

Wells are usually fractured in many places along the length of the well. The well is divided into a number of isolated sections, known as stages, which are then fractured individually. The number of sections (stages) depends on the length of the well, and can range from 1 up to 50 stages. Wells are fractured in stages to ensure fractures are created along the length of the bore (rather than only in the weakest area of the rock). To enable pressure containment
within the desired area, a section of the well bore is closed off using packers [1]. Once that section is fractured and propped, the completed stage needs to be isolated to ensure that the next area is not affected by the previous stage [2].

Fig. 2 illustrates the process for an entire well where the boxed areas represent a single stage, described earlier in Fig. 1. Hydraulic fracturing starts from the far end of the well (i.e. right hand side of Fig. 2) and progressively moves to the heel of the wellbore, stage by stage. At the end of the hydraulic fracturing process (i.e. once all the stages have been fraced) all the internal parts (perforating gun and packers) are removed, and the frac-fluid first flows to surface (due to the high pressure in the well bore), and is then pumped from the well, allowing the free movement of gas along the length of the well to the surface.

4. Pressure and flow requirements

Any investigation into the mechanical redesign of hydraulic fracturing equipment must start by considering the necessary performance requirements. The following section provides estimates of the pressures and flow rates required to successfully stimulate a typical shale well.

4.1. Pressure

In order to establish the pressure needed to create a fracture the depth and the properties of the target rock formation must be determined. Although the structure of rock is very variable, the typical density, porosity and compressive stress values that define the material can be used to illustrate the order of magnitude of these parameters [2]. Even in the same basin, the depth of the prospective formations will vary significantly in terms of the upper and lower limits. For instance, in the Bowland Basin (UK), the upper limit of the formation range is around 1000m with the maximum thickness up to 4000m [2]. Furthermore, the rock properties (e.g. strength, density) will vary within the basin due to heterogeneities in the rock itself caused by natural variations in its formation and so the pressure required is not simply a function of depth.

Haimson and Fairhurst (1967) presented the following solution for fracture initiation and extension [2]. Assuming an isotropic, homogenous, linear elastic rock the stresses in the formation prior to any stimulation can be expressed as in Eq. (1). This expression supposes that a vertical wellbore radius, \( r_w \), is drilled in the \( z \)-axis (\( \sigma_z \) direction) and so defines the radial stress \( \sigma_r \), tangential stress \( \sigma_\theta \) and \( \tau_r\theta \) shear stress that exists around the wellbore.

\[
\begin{align*}
\sigma_y &= \frac{E}{1-v^2} \left( \frac{r}{r_w} \right) \left( \frac{1}{r} \right) \left( \frac{r}{r_w} \right)^2
\end{align*}
\]
distance is \( r \) and the angle measured from the \( \sigma_x \) direction is \( \theta \), Fig. 3.

\[
\begin{align*}
\sigma_{rr} &= \frac{\sigma'_x + \sigma'_y}{2} \left( 1 - \frac{r_{yw}^2}{r^2} \right) + \frac{\sigma'_x - \sigma'_y}{2} \left( 1 + 3 \frac{r_{yw}^2}{r^2} - 4 \frac{r_{w}^2}{r^2} \right) \cos 2 \theta \\
\sigma_{\theta\theta} &= \frac{\sigma'_x + \sigma'_y}{2} \left( 1 + \frac{r_{yw}^2}{r^2} \right) - \frac{\sigma'_x - \sigma'_y}{2} \left( 1 + 3 \frac{r_{yw}^2}{r^2} \right) \cos 2 \theta \\
\tau_{r\theta} &= \frac{\sigma'_x - \sigma'_y}{2} \left( 1 - 3 \frac{r_{yw}^2}{r^2} + 2 \frac{r_{w}^2}{r^2} \right) \sin 2 \theta
\end{align*}
\]

(1)

As a first approximation, let us assume \( r = r_{yw} \). Substituting this in Eq. (1) it can be concluded that \( \sigma_{rr} = 0 \) and \( \tau_{r\theta} = 0 \). So if the tangential stress in the rock, \( \sigma_{\theta\theta} \), can be expressed using Eq. (2).

\[
\sigma_{\theta\theta} = \sigma'_x + \sigma'_y - 2(\sigma'_x - \sigma'_y) \cos 2 \theta
\]

(2)

Thus, if \( \sigma_x \) is acting in vertical direction the joint impact of both \( \sigma_x \) and \( \sigma_y \) stresses can be estimated. These stresses are present in the entire reservoir.

Fig. 4 shows the borehole deformation due to the acting stresses in X and Y directions. If \( \sigma_x \) is assumed to be greater than \( \sigma_y \), the direction of fracture propagation can be determined. A material element close to A-A’ are under tension while those close to B-B’ are under compression. Solid mechanics suggests that fracture initiates at a point, or points, of maximum tensile stress and that additional cracks will propagate in the direction of the maximum principle stress. Furthermore it is known that rock is almost an order of magnitude weaker in tension than in compression [25]. So it is clear that fracture will initiate in the A-A’ direction. Stress in A-A’ section, where \( \theta = 0^\circ \):

\[
\begin{align*}
\sigma_{\theta\theta} &= \sigma_x + \sigma_y - 2(\sigma_x - \sigma_y) \\
\sigma_{rr} &= 3\sigma_y - \sigma_x
\end{align*}
\]

(3)

Stress in B-B’ section, where \( \theta = 90^\circ \):

\[
\begin{align*}
\sigma_{\theta\theta} &= \sigma_x + \sigma_y - 2(\sigma_x - \sigma_y) \\
\sigma_{rr} &= 3\sigma_x - \sigma_y
\end{align*}
\]

(4)

In order for a fracture to occur in the well, the maximum tensile stress induced around the wellbore must be greater than tensile strength of the formation. Indeed, if \( \sigma_{\theta\theta} = 3\sigma_y - \sigma_x \) (the stress caused by the weight of the rock above the bore) exceeds the tensile strength of the formation then a fracture will occur in the process of drilling and hydraulic fracturing may not be necessary. However, if \( \sigma_{\theta\theta} \) is not sufficient, fluid pressure must be applied to induce additional tensile stress in the wellbore. Stresses generated by internal fluid pressure can be estimated by applying Eq. (5). Pressure differential inside the wellbore (\( \Delta p \)) is the difference between the bottom-hole pressure (\( p_b \)) and the reservoir pressure (\( p_r \)).

\[
\begin{align*}
\sigma_{rr} &= (p_w - p_r) \frac{r_{yw}^2}{r^2} = \Delta p \frac{r_{yw}^2}{r^2} \\
\sigma_{\theta\theta} &= -(p_w - p_r) \frac{r_{w}^2}{r^2} = -\Delta p \frac{r_{w}^2}{r^2} \\
\tau_{r\theta} &= 0
\end{align*}
\]

(5)

So if tensile strength of the formation is considered it can be concluded that fracturing will occur whenever \( \sigma_{\theta\theta} \) is equal to the tensile strength of the rock (T).

The effect of pore pressure (\( p_p \)) also needs to be accounted for when estimating fracture pressure. In 1923, Terzaghi introduced the concept of effective stress pressure stating that the weight of the overburden is carried by the rock material (i.e. grains) and the pore pressure (the pressure of the fluid in the pore spaces between the rock grains). To refine this concept in 1941, Biot introduced a poroelastic constant, \( \beta \), that describes the efficiency of fluid pressure [26]. The poroelastic constant \( \beta \) can be obtained experimentally.

Eq. (1) can now be developed to include additional factors reflecting fluid pressure, Eq. (5), tensile strength of the rock (T) and Terzaghi/Biot stress distribution (\( \beta p_r \)). Finally, the breakdown pressure required to cause formation failure (\( p_b \)) can be expressed by Eq. (6).

Breakdown pressure (\( p_b \)) is the first phase of hydraulic fracturing. Once formation breakdown occurs, the overall pressure is generally reduced by 20–30%, as shown in Fig. 1. This phenomenon was explained by Haimson et al. [24] and Hubbert et al. [25] who also identifies the basic driving factors for fracture initiation during hydraulic fracturing.

\[
\begin{align*}
p_b &= 3\sigma_{Hmin} - \sigma_{Hmax} + T - \beta p_r
\end{align*}
\]

(6)

Having established the driving factors for the overall stress state, the most influential factors can be examined and discussed further. From Eq. (6) it is apparent that all the variables show linear correlation. However, \( \sigma_{Hmin} \), (due to the multiplication factor 3) has the highest impact. The least principal horizontal stress \( \sigma_{Hmin} \) is a direct result of the overburden stress and the Poisson’s ratio of the material (\( v \)) determines how much vertical stress will be transmitted in the horizontal direction. Rocks with a high Poisson’s ratio will have higher horizontal stress. Taking into account both the overburden carried by the rock grain and the overburden carried by the pore pressure (\( \beta p_r \)) the total horizontal stress equation can be expressed by Eq. (7).

\[
\sigma_{Hmin} = \left( \frac{v}{1-v} \right) (\sigma_v - \beta p_r) + \beta p_r
\]

(7)

Furthermore, Eq. (7) states that horizontal stress (\( \sigma_{Hmin} \)) is affected by vertical stresses of the overlying formation (\( \sigma_v \)) and pore pressure (\( \beta p_r \)) in the horizontal direction.

Poisson’s ratio (\( v \)), poroelastic constant (\( \beta \)) and pore pressure (\( p_p \)) can all be derived by experimental analysis of the core samples [27]. Vertical stress (\( \sigma_v \)) is naturally affected by the height of the
overburden layer \((H)\) and the average density \((\rho)\) of the overlying strata Eq. (8).

\[
\sigma_V = \rho H \tag{8}
\]

\[
22.62 \frac{kPa}{m} \leq \sigma_V \leq 24.88 \frac{kPa}{m} \tag{9}
\]

A logging tool could be used to measure formation density of the individual layers in the overburden. However, due to the well depth and time involved it is more common to use an average pressure factor gradient as expressed in Eq. (9).

It can be concluded that depth is driving factor in determining the actual requirements of the well. In the case study (Section 5) sets of data are evaluated using these theoretical equations.

### 4.2. Volume

Having established the theoretical pressure needed to fracture the rock, the second pumping parameter, fluid volume, can now be investigated. There is no single property of shale rock that is able to accurately describe the volume of water required to hydraulically fracture each individual well. Due to geological differences in the properties of the rock, structural and the relative location of the shale prospec tive layers, predictions need to be adjusted appropriately. There is currently little publically available information about the properties of shale in Europe, and so North American shale data must be used to estimate the properties of the European equivalent shale. According to the API (American Petroleum Institute) guidelines, the magnitude of the liquid volume required to successfully hydraulically fracture well is somewhere between 9 million and 18 million litres [28], other papers report similar volumes [29].

The frac-fluid volume requirement can be divided into two quantities. First, the amount of water needed to fill all the hoses, pipelines and well casing up to the target zone (i.e. stage to be fractured). Second, the water absorbed in the cracked rock during the hydraulic fracturing. This approach requires both quantitative and qualitative assessment of the actual water requirement depending on the changes in the well properties (i.e. depth and shale rock characteristics). To calculate the volume required to fill the pipe work and bore on site it is necessary to examine all the lines leading from the water storage units on site to the shale reservoir rock (well depths are rarely shallower than 1000 m). Because surface leads and lines are measured in tens of metres (at least two orders of magnitude smaller than the well depth) the following discussion focuses only on estimating casing volume.

The outer wall of the bore is formed by casing strings run in sequence. Bigger diameter pipes are used at the start and as the well length progresses the casing diameter becomes smaller. The internal wall of the bore is created by a uniform production casing throughout the entire well. Since diameter is consistent from the surface to the end we can calculate the total volume \((V)\) based on Eq. (10). Measured depth \((MD)\) is the true well length from the surface to the end of the well, Fig. 2. The pipe’s internal diameter is denoted by D.

\[
V = \frac{D^2 \pi}{4} \cdot MD \tag{10}
\]

To evaluate the second volume of the water needed during hydraulic fracturing it is necessary to examine actual field data. Field data was collected from three different hydraulic fracturing operations in structurally different basins during April 2013. In each case the operational time of the hydraulic fracture for a single stage was between 60 and 210 min. A number of flow rates were recorded during operations but for brevity this paper will present only one stage per well (Table 1). It can be seen that the average volume flow rate is between 6,000 and 10,000 l/min. The volume of fluid needed to fill the casing, Eq. (10) would typically be only measure in tens of thousands of litres in total (e.g. 20,000 l) in other words only a fraction of the overall fluid requirements.

### 5. Machinery - size and volume

Machinery used throughout hydraulic fracturing can be divided into four categories:

- Transport equipment (i.e. trucks),
- Fluid servicing equipment (i.e blenders and mixers),
- Pipeline equipment (i.e manifold trailer),
- Pressure pumping equipment (i.e pump, diesel engine and transmission).

#### 5.1. Transporting equipment

The entire process of hydraulic fracturing is designed to be portable because it will be active and present on site for only a few weeks [21]. On process completion the equipment is disassembled and transported to the next location. The time spent on site is dependent on the length of the well bore, number of wells, number of stages and the geology of the site.

Pumps, blander and pipe manifold are all mounted on trailers. Similarly, water, chemicals and sand are transported in separate containers. Hydraulic fracturing is just one of many procedures used to prepare a well for production.

The size and weight of the individual units (i.e frac-trailer assemblies) is in many instances the key design constraint, i.e. the component size and weight is limited by the truck specifications. In North America the maximum truck load limits are different from state to state. Consequently equipment manufactures try to design lighter and therefore universally usable components.

#### 5.2. Fluid servicing equipment

There are multiple units on site that provide the various fluid services (i.e. to store, prepare, and separate the frac-fluids) shown of the right hand side of Fig. 6.

- Storage tanks - All the consumables are transported to the frac-site in plastic or steel containers depending on their chemical property. Additives commonly added to water are used to

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Well no.</th>
<th>Time (min)</th>
<th>Flow rate (l/min)</th>
<th>Average rate (l/min)</th>
<th>Total volume (l)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Well 1</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>1,908–8,904</td>
<td>6,698</td>
<td>381,759</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Well 2</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>1,590–7,950</td>
<td>6,376</td>
<td>618,510</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Well 3</td>
<td>210</td>
<td>1,590–16,224</td>
<td>13,144</td>
<td>2,472,100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1 Experimental flow rate data during hydraulic fracturing [40].
enhance viscosity so that proppant is suspended in the fluid, decrease viscosity to clean up the bore, chemical breakers to release the sand from the slurry mixture and biocides to eliminate any bacteria from the water [30].

- Blender - This unit is used to mix all the ingredients into one consistent fluid commonly referred to as “slurry”. Depending on the desired effect downhole this fluid may be more or less (so called “slick” water) viscous than water. Proppant is transported into the blender’s tub using augers, while chemicals and water use separate lines to supply the tub. Once the slurry mixture has been mixed, centrifugal pumps transfer the fluid to a common pipeline which feeds all the pumps.

5.3. Pipeline - manifold trailer

The intakes and outlets of all the pumps used to create the necessary pressures and flows are connected to the manifold trailer, Fig. 5. There are two separate circuits for low and high pressure in the manifold trailer.

The low pressure line of the manifold trailer transports fluid from the blender to the suction side of the positive displacement (PD) pumps. Depending on the configuration of the manifold trailer different numbers of inlet and outlet ports can be present. The line leading from blender to PD pumps is also known as the low pressure line. Pressure coming from the blender rarely exceeds 10 bar, therefore ports on this side of the manifold trailer in most instances are simple butterfly valves.

The high pressure line of the manifold trailer connects fluid coming from the discharge side of the PD pumps towards the wellhead. The high pressure line is positioned underneath the low pressure line. A hydraulic fracturing sites may have as many as 20 independent PD pumps with each pump capable of creating pressures up to 1000 bar (15,000 psi) [1]. Since significant fluid energy is being transmitted around the site special procedures are used to ensure safe operation. Constraining rings are incorporated in the manifold trailer and restraining ropes are used to tie down all the pipework leading fluid from the discharge side of the pump to the manifold trailer.

5.4. Pressure pumping equipment

Once slurry is mixed in the blender unit, fluid flows via a manifold trailer, at a low pressure, to the positive displacement (PD) pumps. These pumps have variable speeds that allows them to produce different flow rates. Each pump is powered by an individual diesel engine via a transmission gearbox that is connected to the input shaft of the PD pump. All of these components (i.e. engine, transmission and pump) are jointly mounted on a trailer and transported as single unit. Individual triplex PD pump consumes up to 1,677 kW as shown in Fig. 7.

Fig. 6 illustrates a fracturing site layout. On the right side of the schematic all of the consumables are stored prior to being merged and mixed in a blender unit. As discussed earlier, fluid is then transferred via a manifold trailer that ultimately supplies each individual pump with frac-fluid.

6. Positive displacement pump

High pressure pumping equipment is required to pump range of volumes of frac-fluid (as shown in Table 1) to pressurize the well formation until the surrounding rock fractures. After fracturing has occurred, pumps are needed to propel and deposit proppant into the newly opened fissures in the rock to keep the formation open. Some pump types, such as centrifugal or rotary pumps, decline significantly in performance once operated outside the point of peak efficiency. However, PD pumps have a broader operating range and are able to provide both high flow rates and pressure for sustained periods. Generally, hydraulic fracturing operation use three or five cylinder pumps, (referred to as triplex and quintuplex respectively) [31]. A typical 3-cylinder pump is shown in Fig. 7.

The fundamental physics of fluid movement means that all pumps are designed to operate in predefined ranges as shown in
Fig. 8(b). Operating PD pumps outside their design range can lead to premature failure caused by over stressing their structures [32].

In a hydraulic fracturing operation, pumps must be capable of providing both high pressure and (at different times) high flow output. The initial phase of a fracturing stage, known as the ‘breakdown’ phase, requires a high pressure to initially crack the rock (in Fig. 1 this is shown as phase 1 in the tenth minute of the stage). Although this duty lasts for only couple of minutes it is crucial to the success of the entire operation. The next part of the operation (phase 2 in Fig. 1) is referred to as the “fracture propagation” or “extension phase” [24]. In this phase, the cracks initiated in the ‘breakdown phase’ are propagated to create the desired fracture network necessary for maximum gas flow. Thus, this part of the hydraulic fracturing operation is also crucial as it directly determines the effectiveness of the well stimulation [25]. During this phase, the fluid pressure must be maintained at a lower level for a couple of hours while the flow rate increases between 4 and 6 times than in the breakdown phase. These flow rates are achieved either by increasing the speed of the pump, Fig. 8(b), or (when the performance limits of individual pumps are reached) by introducing additional pumps to the operation. An experimental study by Fan and Zhang (2014) highlights pressure variation due to different injection flow rate dynamics [33]. The negative effect of pressure oscillations are manifested in the form of unpredictable shale fracture development and are also damaging to the pumps and other process equipment generally used during hydraulic fracturing. Consequently the relationship between injection pressure and injection flow rate is critical for successful well stimulation.

As previously noted, there is no advantage to designing larger pumps (rather than requiring a greater number of pumps), since, in order to be portable, their size is limited by truck specifications in North America.

The functional constrains to the pump’s design can be divided
into two categories, (i) fluid and (ii) strength limitations. In the following section we examine each in turn before considering how the system can be modelled.

6.1. Fluid limitations

Although fluid properties such as inertia or viscosity create theoretical boundaries for the flows and pressures that a pump can deliver, some of the most serious practical constraints are secondary to the movement of the fluid. For example, erosion is common even though pumps are manufactured from hardened-alloy steel (or in some cases stainless steel). This is because, as described in Section 5, the frac-fluid is a slurry of water, chemicals and proppants, that erode and corrode the pump components in two principal ways [34]:

- During the high flow operating regime sand and proppant particles cause erosion and wear in the fluid chamber.
- The addition of acid to the frac-fluid in some hydraulic fracturing operations causes corrosion that ultimately reduces the fatigue life of the pump.

Together, these processes wear the internal surfaces of the fluid chamber after a number of hours, leading to so called pump “wash out”. The effects of wear include leaking valves and deteriorated plunger seal. This limits the pressure at the outlet of the manifold trailer (i.e. the inlet of the pump’s suction chamber). When the pressure drops below a critical threshold, cavitation problems occur in the fluid chamber (if suction pressure falls, cavitation can occur during the suction stroke) [35]. Perhaps the most serious consequence is that wear varies in proportion to the second or even third order of fluid speed [36]. In other words a small increase in fluid speed might have a dramatic increase in the rates of erosion and these issues lead to ineffective pumps, loss of volumetric efficiency and unbalanced operation. These design challenges must be overcome to achieve consistent flow pattern and avoid oscillation and vibration issues.

6.2. Strength limitations

The structural strength constraints of the pump can also affect operations in several ways. For example:

- Each pump has a pressure restriction due to the maximum rod load that its drive can transmit without buckling [34]. Each cylinder is controlled by a crankshaft that is powered from the diesel engine’s driveshaft via a gearbox. However, due to the relative incompressibility of water, the pressure in the fluid chamber loads the piston early in the compression stroke, which in turn transmits loads to the entire cylinder assembly including the crankshaft [31].
- The pump housing is directly affected by periodic loads, particularly throughout the discharge stroke as shown in Fig. 8(c) and (d). The resulting strain frequently causes the pump housing to experience twisting and deflection.
- The cyclic loads on the structure, due to the drive mechanism, means that the power delivery (i.e. torque and speed) is non-linear [37]. The unsteady power delivery from the engine and transmission will impact on a pump’s life through fatigue limits and shorter component life (e.g. bearings).

6.3. System modelling

A hydraulic fracturing pump is clearly a complex machine with many interacting elements. Consequently any efforts to optimize the process must take a system view and understand how changes in one area will affect others. The following section describes the analytical methods used to model the system.

Pressure in the cylinder is determined not only by the plunger area and displaced volume (i.e. plunger diameter and stroke), but also by the pressure resistance downstream (i.e. seen at the outlet). The downstream pressure is calculated based on different well characteristics (e.g. rock type and depth) rather than pump performance directly, and so it is necessary to use a fixed value for this variable.

The rod load (RL) calculations take into account the force applied to the plunger and the radius of the crankshaft as expressed by Eq. (11). Interacting parameters are shown in Fig. 9(a). The rod load limit defines the maximum achievable chamber pressure (P) and is dependent on the plunger area (i.e. plunger diameter (D)) on which the pressure acts and the crankshaft radius (R). The variation in rod load is shown in Fig. 8(c), and the load paths of the transmitted force illustrated in Fig. 9(a).

\[ RL = F \cdot R \cdot \sin \alpha \]
\[ = \frac{P \cdot D^2 \pi}{4} \cdot R \cdot \sin \alpha \]

Flow rate is a function of plunger stroke, speed and plunger diameter. All the values that alter the internal geometry of the chamber, such as stroke and plunger diameter naturally affect the swept volume and therefore the overall flow capacity. Flow rate is calculated using Eq. (12):

\[ Q = \rho \cdot v \cdot \frac{D^2 \pi}{4} \]

The frequency of the piston movement is affected by the rotational speed of the driveshaft. So in order to derive a flow equation
it is necessary to introduce motion equations that describe the reciprocating movement of the piston.

\[ f = \frac{60}{s} \]  

(13)

For this purpose the classical crankshaft mechanism equations are used, including the following equation for the position of the piston with respect to the crank angle \( \alpha \):

\[ X(\alpha) = R \cdot \cos \frac{\alpha \pi}{180} + \sqrt{L^2 - R^2 \cdot \sin^2 \frac{\alpha \pi}{180}} \]  

(14)

where \( R = L \_s / 2 \) is the radius of the crankshaft equal to half stroke, \( L \) is the length of the connecting rod, and the angle \( \alpha \) is in degrees. Eq. (14) is modified to describe the displacement of the plunger starting from the bottom dead centre (BDC) to the top dead centre (TDC) with respect to time \( t \):

\[ X(t) = R \cdot \cos \alpha(t) + \sqrt{L^2 - R^2 \cdot \sin^2 \alpha(t) - (L - R)} \]  

(15)

where the angle \( \alpha \) is related to time \( t \) by the following equation:

\[ \alpha(t) = \frac{\pi (t \_o - 180)}{180} \]  

(16)

Further expanding Eq. (12) results in an expression for the total flow rate (Eq. (17)) where the density of the fluid, \( \rho \), is assumed constant (at ambient pressure and temperature).

\[ Q = \rho \cdot \frac{dX(t) \cdot D^2 \pi}{4} \]  

(17)

The pump's power consumption is a product of speed, force and the number of cylinders. Additional factors such as plunger friction force \( (F_f) \) and plunger inertia \( (F_m) \) are included in the total power Eq. (18):

\[ P_{\text{tot}} = n \cdot \left( F_m + F + F_f \right) \]  

(18)

These equations describe the interaction of the design parameters of a positive displacement pump and lay foundation for exploring alternative configurations. In the subsequent sections the paper will examine alternative concepts based on the current design and quantify the potential impact of changes to the performance.

7. Pump design space analysis

An optimised design needs to incorporate both high pressure capability and sufficient flow capacity. An increase in volume capacity will lead to better time management on site.

It is clear that pumping pressure, speed, plunger diameter, stroke length and rod load all interact, so what is the best combination of values? And could there be scope within the design space to select values that result in a smaller more compact pump which are appropriate for European transport specification, environmental and societal constraints? To investigate this hypothesis a numerical model was used to systematically explore the system's design space with the aim of optimizing the size of the reciprocating components for a given pressure and flow.

This process of multivariable analysis has five steps:

1. Identify current design specification
2. Create a computational model of the system
3. Coarse grid exploration of design space
4. Identification of sets of candidate parameter values for system improvement
5. Finer grid search through Monte Carlo optimisation

The following sections detail each step of this process.

7.1. Current design

Identifying parameters values associated with current equipment is the first step in development of the full multivariable analysis. Fig. 10 shows a hydraulic horsepower power curve and the key design parameters used as a starting point for the analysis presented. The red dot represents the single operating state that will be used as a representative example of pump capabilities.

7.2. Model

A mathematical model was developed to explore the design space using the parameters in Table 2. The system's outputs are rod load (i.e. cylinder pressure) and flow rate. The rod load is a cyclic function dependent on the plunger placement during the operating phase. The rod load
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Fig. 10. A pump's operating range is the area below its characteristic hydraulic power curve. Identifying a single operating point (i.e. current design) allows pump operation to be discretized and a multivariable analysis to be carried out. The table on the right details the specification of the current design.
The range of values used in the initial coarse grid exploration analysis to identify the range of performance values in current pump design.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Var.</th>
<th>Current design, Min</th>
<th>Max</th>
<th>Rod Load</th>
<th>Flow Rate</th>
<th>Q</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Diameter (m)</td>
<td>D_i</td>
<td>0.111</td>
<td>0.008</td>
<td>0.134</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crank Radius (m)</td>
<td>R_j</td>
<td>0.102</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.164</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Con-rod Length (m)</td>
<td>L_k</td>
<td>0.650</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.750</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speed (RPM)</td>
<td>X_l</td>
<td>300.0</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>700.0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of cylinders</td>
<td>C_0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>12</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The flow rate varies with the cyclic piston movement during the compression stroke. Integrating the discharge flow gives a single value that is associated with the internal displaced volume (Q). Thus, the total displaced volume from three cylinders over specified time (t) is defined by Eq. (20) (assuming no losses in the volumetric efficiency).

\[ Q(IN_{ijk}o) = 3 \frac{D^2 \pi}{4} R_j \cdot \cos \left( \frac{2\pi \cdot X_l \cdot t}{60} \right) \]

7.4. PD pump design space results

The results show that, as expected (Fig. 9(b)), a wider plunger is associated with a relative increase in Rod Load as the pressure rises. Similarly, it is unsurprising that the stress on the crankshaft increases as the plunger area increases, and this stress ultimately limits the maximum operating pressure. Since changes in the design parameters (i.e., plunger diameter, crank radius and con-rod) will result in different output characteristics, four areas of output characteristic can be identified in Fig. 11.

- Large plunger area and low speed (top left corner of Fig. 11): low flow and high rod load performance.
- Medium - large plunger area and a range of speeds (top right corner of Fig. 11): large variations in rod load and flow rate.
- Small - medium plunger area and mid to low speed (bottom left of Fig. 11): relatively low rod load and low flow rates.
- Small - medium plunger area and high speeds (bottom right of Fig. 11): relatively low rod load and high flow rates.

For each area, the parameters can be expanded to explore in more detail the possibilities of different pump designs.

7.5. Monte Carlo optimisation

The aim is to maximize flow rate while minimising rod load; an optimised design needs to be able to deliver both high pressure capability and sufficient flow capacity, since the flow rate of the pump is a significant factor in the overall time taken to complete a stage.

The next step is to identify whether the same level of performance can be obtained with improvements in the equipment footprint. This is achieved by running another simulation with the system's objective functions defined. This second phase of the multivariable analysis involves a more detailed exploration of the reduced parameter space identifier through the previous coarse grid search (Section 7.3). Optimisation was done using a Monte Carlo analysis with filtering to provide information about the model sensitivity and parameter ranges around optimum values. The process has three distinct steps:

1. Explore the reduced parameter space using a Latin Hypercube [39].
2. Filter and weighting the simulation according to the chosen criteria.
3. Infer the posterior distributions for each parameter according to the calculated weights.

The filtering has been conceived in order to explore the possibilities for improving current design while maintaining the same output performance (i.e., flow rate). The flow rate represents the variation over one pumping cycle is shown in Fig. 8(c) and modelled by Eq. (19).

\[ RL(IN_{ijk}o) = \frac{D^2 \pi}{4} R_j \cdot \sin \left( \frac{2\pi \cdot X_l \cdot t}{60} \right) \cdot p \]
first objective function, boundaries for \( Q(i) \) must be defined and only simulations returning flow rate values within the limits defined in Eq. (24) are retained.

\[
Q_0 < Q \left( \frac{IN_{ijko}}{C_{16}} \right) < Q_1
\]  

(24)

Values \( Q_0 \) and \( Q_1 \) present acceptable range for the new design. These values are centred around the current operating range shown in Fig. 10, where \( Q = 1,472 \) l/min.

The input vector weighting defines a score (or weight) to each retained simulation according to the probability that it would return the minimum rod load (i.e., the optimum). The rod load Eq. (25) is the second objective function designed to weight combination of parameters according to minimum value.
The optimised values of the PD pump parameters are presented in Table 3. In addition to the qualitative benefits the mechanical structure of the pump that will result from the reduction in plunger diameter the analysis suggests a 4.6% energy saving. Detailed sensitivity analysis for studied parameters is presented in Fig. 12.

8. Hydraulic fracturing: case study

The design space presented in Section 7 has been explored for solutions that minimise power requirements while delivering appropriate performance. To investigate the impact of the proposed design on a hydraulic fracturing process case studies are used. The mechanical properties associated with a rock formation in Woodford Basin (Oklahoma) are summarized in Table 4[40]. Zhang et al. (2014) [41] presents an “energy” study for which typical hydraulic fracturing was modelled using the STIMPLAN software [42]. The reservoir properties in their study are similar to the recorded reservoir data used in our model. The analysis in this paper will use a single stage in “Well 3’s” stimulation program, shown in Table 1, as a representative example for energy estimation.

8.1. Pumping period

The pumping rate for a single stage of hydraulic fracturing will be determined in advance of the propagation phase. The overall time is influenced by the size (width, depth, length) of the well and the mechanical properties of the rock (determined by rock type, depth). For this case study the time of the stage is set to 210 min. Experience in North American shale reservoirs suggest that this estimate is towards the upper limits of a pump stage, i.e. longer than the average time required.

8.2. Pump pressure

The formation breakdown pressure ($p_b$) for our theoretical well can be derived from Eq.(6) using the parameters in Table 4, and is approximately 62 MPa.

$$p_b = 3\left[\left(\frac{v}{1-v}\right)(\sigma_y - \beta p_r) + \beta p_r\right]H - \sigma_{Hmax} + T - \beta p_r H$$

For our case study, propagation pressure ($p_P$) is therefore approx. 43 MPa (assuming a 30% reduction of the breakdown pressure).

### Table 3

Optimised PD pump parameters identified by the multivariable analysis indicates a 4.6% energy saving.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nom</th>
<th>Input</th>
<th>Current</th>
<th>Optimised</th>
<th>% Change</th>
<th>Nom</th>
<th>Output</th>
<th>Current</th>
<th>Optimised</th>
<th>% Change</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>Plunger Diameter (m)</td>
<td>0.111</td>
<td>0.037</td>
<td>−194%</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Force (N)</td>
<td>7.2 $10^3$</td>
<td>8.3 $10^4$</td>
<td>−860%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R</td>
<td>Crank Radius (m)</td>
<td>0.102</td>
<td>0.155</td>
<td>+52.6%</td>
<td>$f_p$</td>
<td>Friction force (N)</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>−600%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L</td>
<td>Con-rod Length (m)</td>
<td>0.650</td>
<td>0.640</td>
<td>−1%</td>
<td>p</td>
<td>Pressure (MPa)</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>−</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X</td>
<td>Speed (rpm)</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>334</td>
<td>+67%</td>
<td>Q</td>
<td>Flow rate (l/min)</td>
<td>1248</td>
<td>1207</td>
<td>−3.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n</td>
<td>Number of plungers</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>+260%</td>
<td>$P_{net}$</td>
<td>Power (MW)</td>
<td>1.350</td>
<td>1.288</td>
<td>−4.6%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 4

The case study shale formation properties are listed. This case study is used to quantify the potential impact of the optimal pump design. Values for North American shale are used due to lack of available data for European shale.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Formation details</th>
<th>Woodford</th>
<th>Lithology</th>
<th>Top MD(m)</th>
<th>Bottom MD(m)</th>
<th>Pore pressure (kPa)</th>
<th>Pore pressure (ppg)</th>
<th>Fluid content</th>
<th>Frac gradient</th>
<th>Total pump power requirements (kW)</th>
<th>Breakdown pressure (kPa)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Parameter</td>
<td>Variable</td>
<td>Value</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>v</td>
<td>$\sigma_v$</td>
<td>$\sigma_{Hmax}$</td>
<td>T</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Depth (m)</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>4649</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poisson’s Ratio</td>
<td>$\nu$</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vertical stress</td>
<td>$\sigma_v$</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poroelastic constant</td>
<td>$\alpha$</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pore pressure</td>
<td>$p_r$</td>
<td>11.51</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max. Horizontal stress</td>
<td>$\sigma_{Hmax}$</td>
<td>72,180</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tensile strength</td>
<td>$T$</td>
<td>1722</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
pressure). This pressure will be maintained throughout the propagation stage.

8.3. Flow rate

The total volume of liquid required for the fracturing operation (over the chosen 210 min period) needs to be estimated to determine the magnitude of the flow rate. The total volume is the sum of the volume of liquid needed to fill the bore, calculated using Eq. (10) and the volume needed to push the proppant into the rock fissures. In order to calculate the volume of the production well casing it is necessary to define both the measured depth of the well and casing diameter. A standard production casing diameter is 27

\[ \text{in} \] (imperial units are industry standard). Using Eq. (10) calculated volume of the well bore is 19,500 l. The combination of the calculated casing volume and the recorded field data suggests the total volume of pumped fluid for this example well stage is approximately 2.45 ML. It is interesting to note that casing volume is only 0.7% of the overall fluid needs. In other words the casing volume is negligible compared to the quantity of fluid pumped into the rock during the fracture propagation stage.

The entire hydraulic fracturing process can be modelled using the calculated volume requirement parameter and formation breakdown pressure.

8.4. Pump requirements

The pump pressure needed to fracture this well (62 MPa) is obtained from the mid-range of the performance curve of the pump. Fig. 8(b), confirming that the optimised pumps will be capable of delivering this required pressure to the wellbore. Given that the volume of liquid needed is approximately 2.45 ML and the time to deliver this volume is 210 min, the pumping rate must be 16,000 l/min. To generate this flow, a total of 14 positive displacement pumps would have to be used in parallel requiring power of 25 MW.

8.5. Environmental footprint

Since we have determined the overall fluid volume needed to fracture a single stage in the example well, and the number of pumps required to achieve these flow rates, it is important to consider the physical issues of delivering the equipment to site. One of the principal impacts on the local community is nuisance (noise, traffic) and air pollution from trucking [18]. Additionally, road traffic accidents (and subsequent spillages of e.g. frac-chemicals) are one of the most likely risks to the environmental posed by hydraulic fracturing operations [7]. Thus infrastructure delivery to site has important implications for the environmental and social impact of hydraulic fracturing activities, which operators should seek to minimise.

Further, the pumps require a great deal of power to operate. This power is usually provided by diesel generators (with associated air pollution issues). Minimising the number of pumps would not only reduce transport strains but also the overall power requirements of the pad. All the units (e.g. water tankers, sand tankers, mixing and hydration units, pumps, pipework and control centre) on the hydraulic fracturing site are mounted on trailers that are limited in size by transport legislation. A tanker, in accordance with EU road legislation [43], is able to transport a maximum of 32,000 l of water or petrol (this volume is limited by mass restrictions). For this case study, 78 water tankers would be needed to transport the required amount of fluid (outlined in Section 8.3) to the well location. There will be additional trucks to transport the frac-chemicals and proppant - the volumes of which will be proportional to the total fluid volume pumped. However, the volume of both sand and chemicals required are an order, or even two orders of magnitude smaller than the water needed.

Due to strict road (load) and transport regulations, pump manufactures and final assembly companies are very conscious of the physical size of the frac-trucks. The EU Council Directive 96/53/EC [43] specifies a maximum authorized dimension for national and international road traffic. Similarly pump assembly manufactures specify maximum overall dimensions of their units [44] to fit the size limits. These limits (designed for the North America) are approaching the very limit of the acceptable range for the European roads.

8.6. Case study summary

The mechanical properties of the rock and the time scheduled for each stage of the hydraulic fracturing largely dictates the amount of pumping hardware required. While it may be preferable to process a stage in a shorter time (for economic reasons and to reduce the period disturbance to local environment), doing so would require more pumps in operation at a given time. For the purpose of this study, an example hydraulic fracturing process from North America has been adopted. For this operation, 2.45 ML volume of liquid must be delivered to the rock over a period of 210 min, requiring pump flow rates of 16,000 l/min. All the positive displacement pumps on the site individually must be capable of exceeding the formation breakdown pressure (62 MPa in this case study).

After the breakdown phase, pumping shifts from a low speed, high pressure regime to a high speed, high flow rate (the propagation phase). The pumping profile associated with this case study is shown in Fig. 13, which details the fluid pressure, flow rate and fluid density requirements. The case study demonstrates that an optimised pump could deliver adequate pressures and flows for a typical job.

The number of pumps and their duty cycle can be used to determine the power needed to run the site. These will determine both the traffic and environmental footprint of a single hydraulic fracturing stage. All the other variables present in the process such as sand and chemicals are affected by the size of the reservoir and the total water requirements.

9. Discussion

In order to develop shale gas resources in Europe it is necessary to establish energy efficient operations with minimal environmental and social impact. Europe has committed to carbon emissions reductions targets, and so should the shale gas industry be developed, it is important that it is done so in a way that minimised life-cycle emissions of the process. The slower planning and permitting process in the EU (compared to the North American) and differences in the geological resource [16], make it particularly important to make the process as economically efficient as possible so as to ensure profitability.

If one assumes that basic mechanism of the stimulation process remains the same then any improvements must come from the changes to the equipment. The preceding sections have shown how a reduction in cylinder diameter could result in an energy saving, however, it would also allow mass savings. The smaller diameter will result in lower hoop stress around the cylinders and so allow reduction in the mass. Consider, for example, the economic benefits associated with reduction in size of the equipment:

- Truck Size: Pressure pumping equipment and water are transported to site by heavy duty trucks. The North American frac-truck is near the limits of acceptance for EU roads. Therefore,
more compact equipment will result in better utilization of transported weight and volume. The material costs during pump and truck manufacture could also decrease due to reduced mass.

- **Energy Consumption**: Pumping is powered by industrial diesel engines. These units have significant fuel consumption and emission generation. Consequently, a reduction in the power requirements would in turn reduce fuel needs and the pollution/noise associated with 6–20 large industrial engines running simultaneously in a full load condition.

- **Carbon Footprint**: The embedded carbon in the pump and pump truck will be lower if they are reduced in material mass. For example, 1.9 tonnes of CO2 are emitted for every tonne of steel manufactured in 2014 [45]. This is discussed in Section 9.2

The preceding discussion has established that the pumps used for hydraulic fracturing are required to operate in several modes, each with different performance requirements:

- **Pad Mode** (Moderate Pressure - High Flow): to fill the well bore with fluid prior to pressurization.
- **Breakdown Mode** (Very High Pressure - Moderate Flow): to create the fracture pressure at which cracks are initiated.
- **Propagation Mode** (Moderate Pressure - High Flow): to extend the length and width of the cracks.

The general approach established in North America is to use the same pump (running at different speeds) for all three modes. Consequently, all the pumps on a hydraulic fracturing site are designed to have operating profiles that, dependent on the drive speed, can provide both high pressures and high flows (although never at the same time). A consequence of this “mono-pump” approach is that all the power-ends and all the fluid-ends are physically larger than they need to be. For example:

- When operating in Pad Mode: Large diameter plungers would be preferable to generate high flows with a large swept volume running at a moderate speed. The pressure during the pad creation is low so components can be sized to carry modest mechanical loads.
- When operating in Breakdown Mode: Small diameter plungers would be ideal because the flow rate requirements are low so only a relatively modest swept volume is needed. The physical size of the other components would also reduce because the mechanical strength requirements will scale with the load seen by the drive (aka power-end) which in turn will be the product of plunger area and pressure.
- When operating in Propagation Mode: Plunger diameter must be optimised to match the power curve of the drive with the pressure and flow characteristics of the pump.

### 9.1. Optimizing PD pump parameters to minimise mass and energy requirements

The multi-variable analysis of the design space illustrated how pump design parameters interact. One direction of design improvement is suggested by the history of mechanical engineering. In the past dramatic improvements to size, energy and emission have resulted from increases in the speeds of reciprocating systems. The mechanical benefits of increased speed are well illustrated by the development of the internal combustion engine. For example, around early 1900s Rolls Royce car engines were significantly larger in size (4,118 cc, 4 cylinder) but produced only 20 bhp. In contrast, today’s Formula 1 engines are 1,600 cc turbo-charged V6 machines and produce up to 600 bhp [46]. Although new engines have incorporated improvements in electronic regulation, valve timing and precision manufacturing, one of the key changes is the output speed of the engine. Compared to Rolls-Royce engines from 1900s which were outputting 1000 rpm today’s Formula 1 engine are revving up to 15,000 rpm.

By applying a similar approach to PD pump the authors have assessed the potential for redesign of current technology to maximize efficiency. Consider how rod load and speed would have to vary to maintain a constant flow as the plunger diameter is reduced:

- Reducing plunger diameter by 10% implies the pump speed must increase by 23% to provide the same flow but the rod load will reduce by 19%
Reducing plunger diameter by 23% implies the pump speed must increase by 56% to provide the same flow but the rod load will reduce by 36%.

Reducing plunger diameter by 30% implies the pump speed must increase by 100% to provide the same flow but rod load will reduce by 50%.

Such reductions in rod load and the associated hoop stress in the cylinder (associated with reduced diameter) would significantly reduce the stresses in the pump. However, increased fluid speed will also be associated with increased wear so the creation of high speed pumps for hydraulic fracturing would have to be associated with the adaption of technology that allowed sand and frac-fluid to be introduced after the pumps. Such a change would reduce erosion and corrosion rates that currently occur due to the abrasive fluid moving through the pump.

9.2. Environmental and social impacts

As discussed in Section 1, the direct and indirect greenhouse gas emissions associated with the construction and completion of the shale gas well can be significant [16]. To reduce the carbon intensity of these activities, and thus the environmental footprint of shale gas, operators could seek to, for example, reduce the surface area of the well pad, the size and mass of surface infrastructure, transport distances of materials, and the pad power requirements. It is also important that these activities minimise the disruption to local communities. Impacts to local air quality, noise and traffic issues are associated with hydraulic fracturing, and, where possible, these impacts should be mitigated or reduced. Noise and emissions (CO₂, SOx, NOx, CO and other pollutants) mostly source from the transport and operation of site equipment, as well as material sources. Our modelling specifically optimised for efficiency, since more efficient pumps will have environmental benefits and social benefits. For example, the enhanced pump design that we present here could reduce the environmental footprint of the high pressure fluid pumps on site during the well completion stage, and any future re-fracking if required during the operation of the well in several ways:

1. The enhanced pump design is more efficient than the current pump design. This will in turn reduce the fuel requirement for a hydraulic fracturing job, and thus the emissions from fuel combustion. Not only will this reduce the greenhouse gas emissions associated with the operation, but also pollutant emissions that affect local air quality and impacts on on-site workers and communities local to the developments.

2. The enhanced pump design may be more reliable because of the reduction in components. Increased pump reliability could demand less standby pumps (in case of wash-out, erosion), again reducing the bulk materials for transport and the associated issues (emissions and noise). Improved reliability may also decrease the risk of surface spillages and leaks from pump wash out.

In an attempt to quantify the reduction in direct greenhouse gas emissions and other pollutants from improved pump efficiency, we can apply the 4.6% reduction in energy requirements to the on-site diesel consumption during typical hydraulic fracturing. A study by Rodriguez et al. (2013) report fuel consumption and on site emissions for 14 pumps operating on a 17 stage well at two hydraulic fracturing sites in North America; in the Marcellus and the Eagle Ford shale. Diesel consumption for these operations was estimated to be 95100 m³ respectively [19]. The study also calculated on-site emissions of CO₂, CO, SOx, NOx and other pollutants and, as previously noted, found that powering the pumps contributed 90% of total emissions on site.

Thus, introducing a pump power saving of 4.6% would, according to the values measured by Rodriguez et al. (2013), save up to 4.6 m³ of diesel per frac. If the EIA figures [47] for diesel price in 2012 (the period that field data was collected) are applied, this would save operators $4,000 per frac. Reducing the quantity of diesel combusted to power the pumps would also decrease the quantities of nitrous oxides emitted by 8.16 kg, HC by 0.3 kg, carbon monoxide by 1.5 kg and particulate matter by 0.27 kg. On site diesel consumption will vary by site, and frac-by-frac, and so in the absence of other published data information, these values are only indicative. Regardless, improved pump efficiency can offer significantly reduced emissions and operational cost, illustrating the multi-faceted value of optimised design.

We did not optimize the pump to reduce other parameters such as pump mass and dimensions. However, the reduced plunger diameter may in turn reduce the mass and dimensions of the pumps, which will bring associated environmental and economic benefits. Future research should explore the changes to these parameters further, but here we qualitatively discuss the potential environmental benefits from these changes, for example:

- Reducing the mass of the pump will in turn reduce the embedded carbon of the equipment (less steel required during pump manufacture), and the emissions associated with transporting the pump to the site. This would reduce the carbon footprint of pump transport and also reduce the impact of their transport on local air quality. Further, lighter pumps could reduce the damage to local roads that arises from transporting heavy goods and can cause disruption to local livelihood and noise problems.

- Reducing the size of the pump could enable smaller trucks to transport the pumps, further reducing the fuel requirements for pump transport and potentially also reducing the pad area required for the hydraulic fracturing pump array.

The environmental footprint of shale gas operations is also affected by the source of power for the site [1]. The utilization of recovered gas to power the frac site can bring economic and environmental benefits [48] improving air quality and reducing site noise and traffic (reduced need for fuel trucks). Leading industrial engine manufacturers have already made this technological development by promoting “hybrid” powered stations [49] and dual fuel systems [50] that can use both natural gas in addition to conventional diesel fuel. Should the improved pump design be powered by gas, the nuisance impacts for local communities would be reduced further.

10. Conclusion

Shale gas extraction by hydraulic fracturing is an emerging industry in Europe, whereas it is well established in North America. In North America, the engineering choices implicit in the current designs of high pressure fluid pumps did not focus on minimising the physical and environmental footprint of the operation, since their design was largely in response to the need for hydraulic fracturing at higher pressures and greater depths. However, there is no reason why the site machinery deployed in the EU has to be identical to that used in North America. In this paper, we consider how more efficient pumps could be designed that meet functional and environmental specifications.

We find that there is considerable scope for redesign of current hydraulic fracturing technology. The analysis presented in this paper has demonstrated that a 4.6% improvement in energy efficiency...
is theoretically obtainable by optimizing the relative proportions of the established design. In 17 stage hydraulic fracturing process, as reported by Rodríguez [19], such a change would:

- Reduce diesel fuel consumption by 4,500 l (saving $4,000 per frac);
- Reduce CO emissions by 1.5 kg;
- Reduce NOx emission by 8.16 kg, and other associated pollutants occurring in diesel combustion;

Qualitative discussion of the potential environmental and social implications of these changes suggest that more efficient, and potentially more reliable pumps, have a lower associated environmental impact in terms of direct and indirect greenhouse gas emissions and also nuisance impacts for local communities, including air quality, noise and traffic. We also identify that further improvements could be made by reducing the pump mass and size. Quantification of these benefits is a subject for future work.

In conclusion, this paper has outlined engineering rationale for creating a compact, low energy hydraulic fracturing technology which is important for shale gas operations and other geological resources. Optimum pump design ought to be established for better process management and enhanced efficiency of the system. In short, key economic and environmental advances in hydraulic fracturing could come from innovative design and improved operation of site equipment.
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Nomenclature

Variables and constants

\(\sigma\): stress (Pa)

\(r\): radius (m)

\(\tau\): shear stress (Pa)

\(\theta\): angle (rad)

\(p\): pressure (Pa)

\(dp\): pressure differential (Pa)

\(T\): tensile strength (Pa)

\(\beta\): poroelastic constant (-)

\(\nu\): Poisson’s ratio (-)

\(\rho\): density (kg/m\(^3\))

\(H\): height (m)

\(V\): volume (m\(^3\))

\(D\): diameter (m)

\(\text{MD}\): measured depth (m)

\(\text{RL}\): rod load (Nm)

\(F\): force (N)

\(R\): crank diameter (m)

\(P\): power (W)

\(Q\): flow rate (l/min)

\(f\): frequency (Hz)

\(n\): number of cylinders (-)

\(a\): acceleration (m/s\(^2\))

\(v\): velocity (m/s)

\(m\): mass (kg)

\(s\): seconds

\(X\): piston displacement (m)

\(\alpha\): angle (rad)

\(L\): con-rod length (m)

\(t\): time (s)

\(\text{IN}\): input

\(A\): plunger area (m\(^2\))

\(\omega\): angular velocity (rad/s)

\(\text{rpm}\): rotations per minute

Subscripts and superscripts

\(rr\): radial direction

\(tt\): tangential direction

\(w\): wellbore

\(x, y\): direction

\(rs\): shear direction

\(b\): breakdown

\(H_{\text{min}}\): minimal horizontal

\(H_{\text{max}}\): maximum horizontal

\(V\): vertical

\(1, 2, 3, 4, 5\): counters

\(\text{in}\): inertia

f: friction

\(\sin\): single

\(\text{tot}\): total

\(n_1, n_2, n_3, n_4, n_5\): end counters